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Abstract 
 
The gravitational Poynting vector, 
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, provides a mechanism for the transfer of 
gravitational energy to a system of falling objects. In the following we will show that the 
gravitational poynting vector together with the electromagnetic Poynting vector provides a 
mechanism to explain how massive electrically charged bodies acquire kinetic energy during a 
free fall. We will demontrate that falling electrically charged masses violate the Galilean law of 
universal free fall. An experiment is suggested to confirm or not the predicted phenomena. 
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 Free fall of an electrically neutral massive cylinder 
 
Consider a cylinder of length " , radius a , mass ρ  per unit volume, moving downward with the 
influence of a gravitational field γ
&
. 
 
  
 
Figure 1 Non-rotating cylinder falling in a gravitational field 
 
Let us use cylindrical coordinates for describing the motion of the cyclinder and the 
corresponding energy relations. The gravitational field around the cylinder is equal to the 
acceleration of Earth gravity γ
&
 and is directed downwards: 
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Let the velocity of the cylinder be v
&
. The cylinder constitutes a mass current which is given by: 
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The gravitomagnetic field at the surface of the cylinder will be: 
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Inserting equation (2) into equation (4) 
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The minus sign appearing in equation (5) is due to the fact that the direction of gB  is given by the 
“left hand rule” since, contrary to electric case, like masses attract, therefore in the given situation 
represented in figure 1 
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The gravitational Poynting vector [2], [3] at the cylinder surface is: 
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where rin en ˆˆ −=  is a unit vector normal to the cylinder’s surface and directed into the cylinder. 
Multiplying gS
&
 by the area of the cylinder, we obain for the rate of gravitational energy influx 
into the cylinder: 
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The rate at which the kinetic energy of the cylinder increases is: 
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We just have shown that the rate at which the kinetic energy of the cylinder increases is 
completely accounted by the influx of gravitational energy into the cylinder [1]. 
 
Free fall of an electrically charged massive cylinder 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Free fall of cylinder with electric charge Q and mass “m”, up side-A, down side-B, 
cylindrical side-C 
 
The cylinder carries an electric charge Q . During its fall the cylinder will generate a magnetic 
field due to the electric charge current associated with its motion. The electric density current 
vector will be given by: 
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The magnetic field at the surface of the cylinder due to the electric charge current generated by 
the fall of the cylinder is: 
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Doing (10) into (11) 
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The electric field generated by the variation in time of the flux of B
&
 through section Σ′  generates 
by induction an electric field along the contour Γ′ : 
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Inserting (12) into (13) we end with: 
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From (12) and (14) we compute the electromagnetic Poynting vector for side A, B and C 
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outnˆ is a unit vector normal to sides A, B, and C and directed out-ward the cylinder. This is the 
power per unit surface radiated while the cylinder is accelerating. The principle of equivalence 
states that if the cylinder is at rest with respect to a reference frame which is uniformly 
accelerating upwards (with respect to the laboratory) with acceleration zev ˆγ=
&
, the cylinder will 
radiate (with respect to the laboratory) according to the following Poynting vector: 
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Therefore to comply with the principle of equivalence, we shall take in equation (15), γ=v  [5]. 
From (16) we deduce that the rate at which electromagnetic energy is radiated through sides A, B, 
and C is given by: 
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doing (16) into (17) 
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The rate at which the gravitational energy of the cylinder increases is given from equation (8) 
above 
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The rate at which the kinetic energy of the cylinder increases is: 
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The law of conservation of energy implies that: 
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Doing (18), (19) and (20) into (21) we get: 
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Equation (28) shows that the acceleration at which an electrically charged cylinder will fall 
depends on its electric charge, on its mass and on its length. For 0=Q  we have the usual result 
γ=v . For ][10 grm = , ][10 cm=" , [ ]CQ 100=  we will have 0=v . For these values the 
cylinder would not be able to fall! However to avoid disruption currents for such an high value of 
electric charge is a technological challenge. 
 
Equation (27) is very similar to the result of Petkov [4] for the free fall of an electric dipole 
(oriented anti-parallel to the earth gravitational field): 
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Where d  is the separation distance between the two electric charges Q  forming the dipole, γ  is 
the earth gravitational acceleration and m  is the total mass of the dipole. For an electric dipole 
perpendicular to the earth gravitational field Petkov gets: 
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Therefore, based on the equivalence between equation (22) and (23), we deduce that the free fall 
of a cylindrical mass electrically charged is similar to the free fall of an electric dipole oriented 
anti-parallel to the earth gravitational field. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Equations (22), (23) and (24) violate the universal law of Galilean free fall which states that the 
acceleration of a massive body falling in the Earth gravitational field does not depend on its mass. 
To test equation (22) and (24) we propose to measure the time of fall of charged cylindrical 
capacitors (see Figure 3), and compare it with the time of fall of similar uncharged capacitors. 
 
 
 
Figure 3   Falling Capacitor 
 
Following the rational presented in the section above, the phenomenon described by equation (22) 
should happen either in a reference frame at rest in an external gravitational field or inside a 
uniformly accelerated reference frame, therefore we are not able to use this phenomenon to 
distinguish between both situations. Consequently equation (22) do not violate the principle of 
equivalence. 
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